
To Live a Life in Japan
〜英語版〜

Yamaguchi Prefectural Police



〇 Be sure to carry your residence card with 
you anytime you go out.

〇 Show your residence card
to police officers when they
ask you to do.

〇 Do not use residence card of others as 
your identification.

〇 Do not let anyone use your residence 
card.

〇 Report to the police soon and
apply for re-issue with 
the Immigration Services Bureau when you
lost your residence card or have them stolen.

１ Keep the Japanese Law

Residence cards



Part-time Job

〇 Technical Inters are not allowed
to have a part-time job except
places where they practice.

〇 Foreign students are not allowed
to have a part-time job without permission 
from the Immigration Services Bureau.

〇 Even with the permission, they have to 
abide by the follows:

✔ part-time working hours should not 
exceed 28 hours a week.
✔ part-time working hours should not 

exceed 8 hours a day during long term 
recess, such as summer vacation.
✔ do not have a part-time job that is 

designated as prohibited business.
(please contact the Immigration Services
Bureau to make sure)



Traffic Rules

〇 In principle, a bicycle
should go through roadway
since it is a kind of vehicle.

〇 Bicycles should go through the left side 
of the roadway.

〇 If there is bicycle-lane, ride on the lane.

〇 Bicycles are allowed to go through on 
sidewalks with a sign "Ordinary bicycles 
allowed on sidewalk."

〇 Pedestrians have
the right-of-way on sidewalks,
bicycles should stay close to roadway
and slow down.



Types and meanings of signs regarding walking
and riding bicycles.



Cellular phones/Bank account

〇 In principle, signing up in order to deliver
and/or sell is prohibited.

〇 Do not file a false statement; name, 
address, and date of birth when you sign up.

〇 Cancel them if they are no longer needed
when you return to your country.

〇 In principle, delivering your cellular
phones, bank notes, and cash cards to 
somebody else is prohibited.

〇 In principle, delivering or receiving 
somebody else's cellular phones, bank notes, 
and cash cards is prohibited.



〇 Have a plan on how to evacuate
in case of a disaster.

〇 Prepare what to bring with you
(a light, water, etc.) on your way
to evacuate.

〇 In case of an earthquake, protect your 
head by going under a desk or covering 
your head with a cushion.

〇 In case of heavy rain or typhoon,
you should;

２ Cope with a natural disaster

You can find shelters in your town on the city 
hall‘s website.  

Make sure the locations of shelters with people at 
your company or school.

Your Shelter
（ ）

✔ stay away from river and sea;
✔ if roads and houses are flooded, go up 

to the second floor or higher; and
✔ stay in the room away from a cliff to 

avoid a landslide.



３ In case of 
incidents/accidents

〇 Call 110in case of being
involved in a crime such as
theft, assault, etc.

〇 In case of traffic accidents, 
regardless whether there is an 
injury or not, call 110and never 
leave the scene.

〇 If there are any
injury, call 119for ambulance.

Emergency phone numbers
Crimes/accidents.....call 110
Medical/Fire.....call 119
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４ Others

〇 If you have any problems
and/or worries, talk to 
someone at your company
or school.

〇 Be careful not to become 
a victim of traffic accidents or
crimes, and also, be aware that 
matters which would not be a crime
in your country could be
a crime in Japan.



List of police departments in 
Yamaguchi prefecture

Make sure which police department's precinct 
your place of living falls under.

Police station  Address Phone number

Iwakuni PD 6-15-20, Marifu-machi, Iwakuni-city 0827‐24‐0110

Yanai PD 2-4-18, Minami-machi, Yanai-city 0820‐23‐0110

Hikari PD 2-1-14, Chuo, Hikari-city 0833‐72‐0110

Kudamatsu PD 3-2-1, Ohte-machi, Kudamatsu-city 0833‐44‐0110

Shunan PD 5632-4, Oh-aza Tokuyama, Shunan-city 0834‐21‐0110

Hofu PD 7-22, Eki Minami-machi, Hofu-city 0835‐25‐0110

Yamaguchi PD 4-17-10, Shimo Higashi, Yoshiki, Yamaguchi-city083‐924‐0110

Yamaguchi Minami PD 3848-1, Ogori Shimogo, Yamaguchi-city 083‐972‐0110

Ube PD 3-1, Tsunefuji-cho, Ube-city 0836‐22‐0110

Sanyo Onoda PD 1-6-10, Hinode, Sanyo Onoda-city 0836‐84‐0110

Mine PD 312 Higashibun, Ohmine-cho, Mine-city 0837‐52‐0110

Kogushi PD 191-1, Oh-aza Kogushi, Toyo-ura-cho, Shimonoseki-city 083‐772‐0110

Nagato PD 777, Higashi Fukagawa, Nagato-city 0837‐22‐0110

Hagi PD 476-1, Oh-aza Hijiwara, Hagi-city 0838‐26‐0110

Shimonoseki PD 2-3-8, Hosoe-cho,Shimonoseki-city 083‐231‐0110

Chofu PD 1-44-45, Chofu Saikawa, Shimonoseki, city083‐248‐0110



Memo



Yamaguchi Prefectural Police Headquarters
1-1, Taki-machi, Yamaguchi-city, 

Yamaguchi-prefecture
TEL 083−933−0110
FAX 083−925−8050
http://www.police.pref.yamaguchi.lg.jp


